
Reed-Solomon Codes 



Millions of error-correcting codes are decoded every 
minute with efficient algorithms implemented in 
custom VLSI circuits 

A good percentage of these VLSI circuits  
decode Reed-Solomon codes 



Reed-Solomon codes [1960] 
•  Alphabet F = large finite field 
•  Codewords encode message (m0,m1,…,mk-1)∈ Fk  

–  viewed as polynomial f(X) = m0+m1X+…+mk-1Xk-1  

•  Encoding = evaluation at n > k distinct ai ∈ F  
–  Codeword = ( f(a1), f(a2) … f(an) ) 
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Any k points uniquely 
determine the curve  
Two curves differ in 
> (n-k) positions 
 
 Codeword uniquely 
identifiable for up to  
(n-k)/2 errors 
 

  Efficient recovery? 

a1 a2 a3 

Y- f(X) =0 

Rate R = k/n 



RS decoding: some early history 
•  [Peterson’60]: Polynomial time algorithm to correct  

 (n-k)/2 errors 
–  Before class P was defined !  

•  [Berlekamp’68, Massey’69]: Faster, practical 
algorithm 
 

•  Approach: Locate positions of errors 
–  “Error-locator polynomial” 
–   Problem then easy by  
     interpolation on correct data 



Locating the errors 
Different, interpolation based approach  

 [Welch-Berlekamp’86; Gemmell-Sudan’92] 
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Noisy points mess up  
curve-fitting/interpolation 
 
Interpolate higher degree  
curve through all n points 

Here’s such a curve. 
(Y-f(X)) (X-a2) (X-a5) = 0 

Y = f(X) 

Theorem: Must always happen, if # errors ≤ (n-k)/2, via 
interpolation of curve E(X) Y + N(X) = 0 (with deg(E) ≤ (n-k)/2 
deg(N) < (n+k)/2) 

Original curve pops out as a factor. 



RS unique decoding �
 



List decoding 
Given n points (ai,yi), find all curves Y-f(X)=0 

(deg(f) < k) that pass through ≥ n-e of the pts.  
Step 1: Interpolate Q(X,Y) ≠ 0 s.t.  
Q(ai,yi) = 0 for all n points 

–  Allow higher degree terms in Y 
  (just enough to satisfy n constraints) 

Step 2: Find factors of Q(X,Y) of form Y-f(X).  
    Output ones whose encoding has ≤ e errors n=14, e=9, 

    k=2 

Thm [Sudan’96]: Choosing suitable parameters, above 
list decodes e = n - (2kn)1/2  = n(1 - √(2R)) errors 

deg(Q)=4 



Some details of calculation 
•  Allow monomials Xi Yj in Q(X,Y) s.t   i + (k-1) j ≤ D 

•  At least D2/(2k) such monomials 
–  So D ≈ (2kn)1/2 allows interpolation through n points 
 

•  By design, degree of R(X)=Q(X,f(X)) is ≤ D (when deg(f)<k)  

•  When f(ai) = yi  , R(ai) = Q(ai,f(ai)) = Q(ai,yi) = 0 

•  So R has at least n – e roots if e = # errors 

•  So R(X) = 0 if e < n – D ≈ n – √2kn = n (1-√2R) 
 



Improved decoding [G.-Sudan’99]  
•  Combinatorics ⇒ List size small for n(1 - √R) errors 

–  Algorithm to find the list?   

•  Example: Curves in soln. pass through each point twice.  
–  Interpolated curve Q(X,Y) better have this property too! 

•  Key idea: demand more from interpolation stage 
 

Can’t hurt:  Q(X,Y)w  has  w 
zeroes at each point with w 
times larger degree Lines thro’ 4 out of 10 points 

 
Insist interpolated polynomial  
Q(X,Y) also have multiple  
zeroes at each (ai,yi) 
 



Multiplicity-based decoder 
Step 1: Interpolate nonzero low-degree Q(X,Y) with zero 

of multiplicity w at each of the n points 
–  (w+1)w/2 linear constraints per point (ai, yi)  

Step 2: Find factors of Q(X,Y) of form Y-f(X).  
    Output ones whose encoding has ≤ e errors 

Multiplicity w only costs factor ≈ w/√2 larger degree. 
 - Q(X,f(X)) gains w roots per point 

 
 

Thm [G.-Sudan’99]: Choosing suitable parameters,  
above list decodes e = n - (kn)1/2  = (1 - √R)n errors 



The story so far 
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Conventional  
RS decoding 

Sudan’s bound 

G.-Sudan  
(“Johnson limit”) 

For low rates, error frac. → 100% 

     - Many applications in computational  
       complexity and cryptography! 

1.  Improvement for all rates  
2.  [G.-Rudra’05]: optimal for  

   RS codes (for the more  
    general ``soft decoding”  
   setting it works in) 

 
           



Bonus of method of multiplicities: 
Soft decoding 

•  New soft-decision Reed-Solomon decoder 
–  Multiplicities can encode varying  confidences  about points  

•  [Koetter-Vardy’03]: front-end to multiplicity based list 

decoding algorithm 
–  map channel reliability information to appropriate multiplicities 

 
•  Adopted in Moonbounce program for amateur Ham radio 

by Joseph H. Taylor, Jr. [1993 Nobel Physics laureate] 

•  Very useful theoretical primitive  
–  Eg.  in decoding concatenated codes 


